PRODUCT
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ENDURANCE LACE UP FREEZER BOOT IW460
Leather freezer boot with performance insulation for maximum warmth and
comfort in active job roles in the cold store.
Ref: IW460
Variants: 4 (37) , 5 (38) , 6 (39) , 6.5 (40) , 7 (41) , 8 (42) , 9 (43) , 10 (44) , 10.5
(45) , 11 (46) , 12 (47) , 13 (48)
Area of use: Cold Store / Freezer -5 to -50°C
Job role: Picker

Certification 1: EN ISO 20345:2011
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DESCRIPTION
The perfected non-slip Ice Walker 460 freezer boot is lightweight, whilst offering superior warmth and comfort together with an ergonomically-shaped
sole to ensure supreme protection and support at all times for all wearers.

These non-slip work boots have a rubber sole, as well as specialised Insulation properties, this is sure to become your new favourite footwear for cold
temperatures. These cold temperature lace up work boots are recommended for use in cold stores, freezer warehouses and for walking in cold conditions.

Tested and certified for use down to -30°C
Padded upper - Designed to keep in the warmth and prevent exposure from cold air inlets
200J Composite Toecap - The same protection as steel without the weight
Insulation - Warm and breathable insulation
Natural Rubber sole - Added grip & durability
Composite Midsole - Protecting your feet from unexpected hazards
Water repellent leather
Ergonomically shaped heel & toe area
Fur lined footbed increases comfort and warmth
Padded tongue for extra comfort
Extra Long Laces
Highest slip rating available
Tested against the cold.
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